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Abstract
This paper proposes an accurate fault location algorithm technique based on hybrid synchronized sparse voltage
and sparse current phasor measurements. The proposed algorithm addresses the performance limitation of fault location
algorithms based on only synchronized sparse voltage measurements (SSVM) and on only synchronized sparse current
measurements (SSCM). In the proposed method, bus voltage phasor of faulty line or close to faulty line and branch
current phasor of the adjacent line is utilized. The paper contributes to improve the accuracy of fault location and
deter the effect of CT saturation by using hybrid voltage and current measurements. The proposed algorithm has been
tested on four bus two area power system and IEEE 14 bus system with the typical features of an actual distribution
system. The robustness of algorithm has been tested by variation in fault location, fault resistance, load switching.
The simulation results demonstrate the accuracy of proposed algorithm and ensures a reliable fault detection and
location method.
Index Terms
Bus Impedance Matrix, Distribution Network, Fault Location, Power System Faults
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate and timely fault detection on power lines results in quick restoration of power, speeds up inspection and
repair of faulty power transmission line. It reduces customer’s complaints, power outage time and loss of revenue;
as a result, reliability of power system increases.
Faults are inevitable in power system and mitigation and isolation of faults is of cardinal importance for reliable
operation of the power system. Owing to the importance of fault detection and location in power system, many
researchers have proposed algorithms for identification and isolation as well as prediction accurate location of the
fault.
Global Positioning System (GPS) based Phasor Measurment Units (PMUs) have been deployed for accurate phasor
measurements since late 1980s. Consequently, Wide Area Measurement/Monitoring System (WAMS) concept has
been developed for upgrading the supervision, protection, operation and control of modern power systems. GPS
based PMUs provide synchronized measurements for accurate monitoring and control of the power system in
real-time. The same measurements can be used for the fault location and detection algorithms [1], [2].
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2Impedance-based fault location techniques utilize the voltages and currents signals at the fundamental frequency.
Voltage and current phasors can be provided by PMUs installed at important buses in the power system. Depending
upon the input signals, fault location algorithms are classified into one-end, two-end and multi-ended algorithms.
One-end algorithms utilize voltages and currents from only one end of the line for estimating the distance to the
fault. Such techniques [3]–[9] are simple and do not require communication with the remote end of the transmission
line. Single-ended algorithms suffer from the low accuracy due to higher fault resistance, zero sequence mutual
coupling, tapped load and non homogeneous power systems.
Two-end algorithms utilize signals from both ends of the line and thus more amount of information about the
power system is utilized. As a result, two-end algorithms have superior performance than one-end algorithms.
The input signals to the two-end algorithms are current and voltage measurements [10]–[18]. In [19], only current
measurements are utilized to develop fault location algorithms. In [20]–[22], only voltage measurements of both ends
are utilized in order to ensure complete immunity to current transformer (CT) saturation. The algorithm proposed
in [23], [24] utilizes minimum amount of information between line terminals.
A fault location algorithm using only Synchronized Sparse Voltage Measurements (SSVM) of both-end was
proposed in [25]. The algorithm utilizes only voltage measurements from buses, which may be away from the
faulted line.
Ali et al proposed a fault modeling and detection procedure using analytical techniques to detect and isolate
faults in power transmission and distribution networks [26]. A fault location algorithm is proposed in [27] based
on positive sequence voltage and current measurements obtained from PMUs placed at strategic locations in the
power system. Liao [28] proposed fault location method utilizing only Synchronized Sparse Current Measurements
(SSCM) from the branches which may be distant from the faulted section. This algorithms seems more accurate
than the voltage based methods because of having more information about the system. However, as the algorithm
utilize only current measurements so its performance is limited by the CT saturation due to higher magnitude fault
current.
Traditionally, existing two-ended methods [2, 7-9] require the phase alignment of data sets captured at both ends
of a monitored line using pre-fault load flow information, iterative methods, and communication of a significant
amount of data between relay terminals. Other researchers [7-10] have proposed different methodologies using
fundamental frequency phasor data from two terminals of a line, and in some cases from three- or multi-terminal
lines. These methods have some inherent limitations, such as requirement for data alignment, knowledge of pre-
fault load flow information, need to perform iterations, and communication of a large amount of data between
the terminals. In addition, a number of multi-terminal methods [7,9-10] are not applicable to overhead lines with
zero-sequence mutual coupling.
To overcome the shortcomings of above mentioned algorithms, this paper proposes a hybrid fault location
algorithm utilizing both synchronized sparse voltage and sparse current phasor measurements. The proposed method
addresses the performance limitation of fault location algorithms based on only voltage [25] or only current
measurement [28]. The data required for the estimation of fault location does not require load-flow information and
the amount of data transmitted between the terminals is sufficiently small and can easily be transmitted using a single
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Figure 1. Sample Power System for finding bus impedance matrix for a fault at fictitious bus r
communication channel. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is non-iterative and does not require information of
phase-selection for asymmetrical faults. The algorithm is also immune to variations in fault impedance, power
system non-homogeneity and tapped loads.
The new algorithm is rigorously tested for symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults with varying fault impedance
on two disparate systems with different parameters. The robustness of the algorithm is tested for a variety of
practical system operating conditions and configurations. The results demonstrate an accuracy improvement over
the single-ended methods and the algorithms which utilize only voltage or current measurements for fault location
estimation.
A comparison is also made between the proposed algorithm and the fault locations method based on only SSVM
[25], and on only SSCM [28]. The proposed method is more accurate than the SSVM and also immune to CT
saturation. It is assumed that network is transposed and its data is known. The PMUs are optimally placed at a
limited number of buses and the fault detection and faulty line is identified with available number of PMUs.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section II, fault location using SSVM is discussed.
Section III describes the fault location algorithm utilizing only SSCM. In Section IV, proposed algorithm is discussed.
Simulation results to prove the effectiveness of the method are demonstrated in Section V.
II. ALGORITHM BASED ON SYNCHRONIZED SPARSE VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS (SSVM)
The proposed algorithm is based on the bus impedance matrix technique [29]. A fictitious bus is added at the
fault point and the impedance of all the buses is expressed as a function of fault location. The fault location is
derived based on the relationship between change in bus voltage due to fault and the transfer impedance. A sample
power system having n buses has been shown in Fig. 1.
z(i) is the total impedance of the line between bus p and q where i denote sequence quantity. i = 0, 1 and 2
indicate zero, positive and negative sequence quantities respectively. The bus impedance matrix of the pre-fault
power system Z(i)0 has been developed through the technique discussed in [29].
4Consider a fault occurs on the power system between line p, q at point r, where r is the fictitious bus which
represents the fault point and r = n + 1. m denotes the fault distance (in per unit) from bus p. Let Z(i) denotes
the bus impedance matrix with the addition of fault bus r. Ignoring the shunt capacitance we have
Z
(i)
kr = B
(i)
k + C
(i)
k m (1)
Z(i)rr = A
(i)
0 +A
(i)
1 m+A
(i)
2 m
2 (2)
Where
B
(i)
k = Z
(i)
0,pk (3)
C
(i)
k = Z
(i)
0,qk − Z(i)0,pk (4)
Due to the relationship between change in bus voltage and its impedance matrix [25], we get
E
(1)
k = E
(1)0
k − Z(1)kr I(1)f (5)
E
(2)
k = −Z(2)kr I(2)f (6)
E
(0)
k = −Z(0)kr I(0)f (7)
where E(1)0k represents pre-fault positive sequence voltage at bus k; E
(1)
k , E
(2)
k , E
(0)
k are positive, negative and zero
sequence voltages during fault at bus k respectively; I(1)f , I
(2)
f , I
(0)
f are positive, negative and zero sequence currents
during fault at fault point r.
Suppose the synchronized positive sequence measurements of pre-fault and fault voltages at two buses k and l,
which may be away from the faulty transmission line, are available.
Similar to (5) at bus l, we have
E
(1)
l = E
(1)0
l − Z(1)lr I(1)f (8)
Eliminating I(1)f from (5) and (8), we have
E
(1)
k − E(1)0k
E
(1)
l − E(1)0l
=
Zkr
Zlr
(9)
Similar to (1), we get
Z
(1)
lr = B
(1)
l + C
(1)
l m (10)
5From (1) and (10), we have
Zkr
Zlr
=
B
(1)
k + C
(1)
k m
B
(1)
l + C
(1)
l m
(11)
From (9) and (11)
E
(1)
k − E(1)0k
E
(1)
l − E(1)0l
=
B
(1)
k + C
(1)
k m
B
(1)
l + C
(1)
l m
(12)
Defining
Dkl =
E
(1)
k − E(1)0k
E
(1)
l − E(1)0l
=
∆E
(1)
k
∆E
(1)
l
(13)
Where ∆E(1)k and ∆E
(1)
l are positive sequence voltage changes at bus k and l.
Solving (12), the fault location has been derived as
m =
B
(1)
k −DklB(1)l
DklC
(1)
l − C(1)k
(14)
Remark. The above algorithm is feasible if there exists a path which passes through faulty line and does not pass
through any bus more than once between two buses k and l. Otherwise, the voltage changes between these two
buses will be constant, and will be independent of the fault location variable. The feasibility of above method is
discussed in detail in [25].
III. ALGORITHM BASED ON BASED ON SYNCHRONIZED SPARSE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS (SSCM)
In this section, fault location algorithm utilizing only the sparse current measurements of the two branches is
discussed. The current measurements taken for the fault location algorithm may be away from the faulted line.
Similar to previous algorithm, the bus impedance matrix technique is also used here. A fictitious bus is added at
the fault point and the impedance of all the buses is expressed as a function of fault location. The fault location is
derived based on the relationship between change in branch current due to the fault and the transfer impedance.
Let the impedance between the two branches k and l is z(i)kl , where i denote the sequence. Let the fault occur
on power transmission line between bus p − q at point r. The positive, negative and zero sequence currents I(1)kl ,
I
(2)
kl , I
(0)
kl can be calculated based on the following categories [28].
I
(1)
kl = I
(1)0
kl − βkl(1)I(1)f (15)
I
(2)
kl = −βkl(2)I(2)f (16)
I
(0)
kl = βkl
(0)I
(0)
f (17)
where
6β
(1)
kl = B
(1)
kl + C
(1)
kl (18)
and
B
(1)
kl =
B
(1)
k −B(1)l
z
(1)
kl
(19)
C
(1)
kl =
C
(1)
k − C(1)l
z
(1)
kl
(20)
In this fault location method, the sequence branch currents are formulated with respect to terms βkl(1) and the
fault current through branches. The corresponding terms βkl(1) can be expressed in terms of unknown fault distance
m. Suppose that the synchronized branch current phasors between buses k1, l1 and the buses k2, l2 are available
from (15), we can find the branch currents as
I
(1)
k1l1
= I
(1)0
k1l1
− βk1l1 (1)I(1)f (21)
I
(1)
k2l2
= I
(1)0
k2l2
− βk2l2 (1)I(1)f (22)
Eliminating I(1)f
I
(1)
k1l1
− I(1)0k1l1
I
(1)
k2l2
− I(1)0k2l2
=
βk1l1
(1)
βk2l2
(1)
(23)
Substituting values from (21) and (22)
=
B
(1)
k1l1
+ C
(1)
k1l1
m
B
(1)
k2l2
+ Ck2 l2
(1)m
(24)
Dk1l1k2l2 =
I
(1)
k1l1
− I(1)0k1l1
I
(1)
k2l2
− I(1)0k2l2
(25)
Solving (24) and (25), we get
m =
B
(1)
k1l1
−Dk1l1k2l2B(1)k2l2
Dk1l1k2l2C
(1)
k2l2
− C(1)k1l1
(26)
Remark. This algorithm is applicable only when the current change due to fault between two branches are linearly
independent.
7IV. PROPOSED FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM BASED ON HYBRID VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
The fault location algorithm utilizing more information about power system has superior performance [30]. For
example, two-end algorithms utilize input signals from both terminals of the line thus providing more information
to the relay; therefore, its performance is superior than one-end algorithm as discussed in Section I.
The fault location algorithm using sparse voltage measurements utilize voltage phasors of only two buses of the
power system. In order to have more accuracy, it is needed to utilize voltage phasors of more buses and PMUs
are needed on buses at important locations in the power system. The fault location algorithm using sparse current
measurements utilize current phasors of the two branches of the power system thus having more information about
the power system. But the current transformers may get saturated under certain fault conditions of the transmission
lines thus compromising the accuracy of fault location algorithm.
In the proposed fault location algorithm, both SSVM and SSCM have been utilized. The algorithm utilizes the
bus voltages of the faulty transmission line or the adjacent buses and the currents of branches other than the faulty
transmission line to develop the fault location index.
Similar to previous algorithms, the bus impedance matrix technique is also used here. A fictitious bus is added
at fault point. All the bus impedances have been expressed as a function of fault location. Due to the relationship
between change in branch current, change in bus voltage to the fault and the fault impedance, the fault location
can be estimated.
Suppose that the synchronized current phasors through branch between bus k1 and k2, and the voltage phasor of
bus l1 are available.
From (21) and (8), we have
E
(1)
l2
= E
(1)0
l2
− Z(1)l2rI
(1)
f (27)
I
(1)
k1l1
= I
(1)0
k1l1
− βk1l1 (1)I(1)f (28)
Eliminating I(1)f
I
(1)
k1l1
− I(1)0k1l1
E
(1)
l2
− E(1)0l2
=
βk1l1
(1)
Zl2r
(29)
=
B
(1)
k1l1
+ C
(1)
k1l1
m
B
(1)
l2
+ C
(1)
l2
m
(30)
Defining
Dk1l1l2 =
I
(1)
k1l1
− I(1)0k1l1
E
(1)
l2
− E(1)0l2
(31)
8Solving we get
m =
B
(1)
k1l1
−Dk1l1l2B(1)l2
Dk1l1l2C
(1)
l2
− Ck1 l1(1)
(32)
The fault location m can be obtained by solving (32) as, Let
B
(1)
k = Bkr + jBkj (33)
C
(1)
k = Ckr + jCkj (34)
B
(1)
l = Blr + jBlj (35)
C
(1)
l = Clr + jClj (36)
It can be derived from (32) that:
c2m
2 + c1m+ c0 = 0 (37)
Where
c2 = C
2
kr + C
2
kj − |dkl|2C2lr + C2lj (38)
c1 = 2[BkrCkr +BkjCkj − |dkl|2(BlrClr +BljClj)] (39)
c1 = B
2
kr +B
2
kj − |dkl|2(B2lr +B2lj) (40)
Solving (37) results in:
m1 =
(
−c1 +
√
c21 − 4c2c0
)
2c2
(41)
m2 =
(
−c1 −
√
c21 − 4c2c0
)
2c2
(42)
The above solution gives fault location through the root whose value is between 0 and +1.
Algorithm 1 Proposed Fault Location algorithm
• After fault occurs take the available synchronized current phasors through branch between bus k1 and k2, and
voltage phasor at bus l1
• Find Dk1l1l2 using (31)
• Find m using (32)
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Figure 2. Two-area 4-bus 230 kV, 100 MVA, 50 Hz Power System
Table I
TRANSMISSION LINE DATA FOR TWO-AREA 4-BUS SYSTEM
Transmiss-
ion Line
Line
Length
(Km)
Positive Sequence
Impedance (pu) per
Km
Zero Sequence
Impedance (p.u) per
Km
T2 178.6 0.015455+j0.116066 0.098871+j0.365188
T1 21.4 0.096188+j0.279293 0.243156+j0.822918
T3 91.4 0.096188+j0.279293 0.243156+j0.822918
Remark. The above algorithm is feasible if there exist a path which passes through faulty line and does not passes
through any bus more than once between two buses k and l. Also this algorithm is applicable only when the current
change due to fault between two branches are linearly independent.
V. SIMULATION CASE STUDIES OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To evaluate the performance of the proposed fault location algorithm, simulation studies on various test systems
are performed. The algorithms are tested on two-area four-bus power system and on IEEE 14-bus system. The
tested two-area four-bus power system is a 230 kV, 100 MVA, 50 Hz transmission line system. The block diagram
of this power system has been shown in Fig. 2 and the transmission line and generator data for the system is given
in Table I and II respectively. The tested four-bus power system and IEEE 14-bus system are simulated in Simulink,
while the fault location algorithm is implemented in MATLAB.
Table II
GENERATOR DATA FOR TWO-AREA 4-BUS SYSTEM
Parameters Generator 1 Generator 2
R (pu) 0.0006000 0.000900
L (pu) 0.037343 0.05423
Vp−p (V) 230e3 230e3
10
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Figure 3. IEEE 14 bus system [31]
The IEEE 14-bus system is shown in Fig. 3. The system data for the 14-bus system is given in [31]. PMUs are
installed on buses to extract currents and voltage phasors of power system. The transmission lines of the system
have been modeled based on lumped parameter model. The shunt capacitance of the lines and the loads is ignored.
The accuracy of fault location algorithm can be evaluated by
% error =
|Actual Location− Estimated Location|
Total Length of Faulted Line
× 100 (43)
A. Case Study of Two-Machine Four-Bus Power System
In this section, four-bus power system is tested by the proposed fault location algorithm and results are compared
with fault location algorithm using SSVM and SSCM under different fault scenarios. The fault is applied on the
line T2 at distance m from bus 2. D is the distance from bus 2 to point where fault occurs. Table III shows fault
location results for different fault type i.e. LL, LG, LLL and LLG and for two different values fault resistance
i.e. 1 Ω and 10 Ω. The percent error can be estimate using (43). Table IV shows calculated percentage error for
estimation of fault locations.
The results ascertain the accuracy of the proposed fault location algorithm especially for faults involving two
or more than two lines. It is evident from Table IV that the percentage
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Table III
FAULT LOCATIONS INDEX FOR FOUR BUS SYSTEM
Fault
Type
D
(km)
Rf
(Ω)
Fault location
algorithm
using SSVM
(V1 & V2)
Fault location
algorithm us-
ing SSCM (I1
& I2)
Proposed
Fault location
algorithm
(V2 & I1)
LG
100
1 102.159215520 99.8788673479 99.5493028403
10 102.390658723 99.35418519 100.35351720
50
1 51.2426146317 50.3042991859 48.6500186505
10 51.3913787694 49.4995436599 49.4878612554
LL
100
1 102.115292583 99.31826677 98.11160195
10 102.500170278 9.74874905 99.78317650
50
1 51.0167420157 49.2254026616 48.4994856406
10 51.3325513943 48.7230458688 49.4878612554
LLG
100
1 101.709197457 99.05013477 98.26128607
10 102.103928890 98.61109167 100.04817675
50
1 51.0152171289 49.9819619059 48.6672773044
10 51.3129202181 49.0567192479 48.7233159119
LLL
100
1 101.834574675 98.89487761 97.91956087
10 102.253251456 98.50904660 99.74589643
50
1 50.9088059273 49.0769094421 48.4946207551
10 51.2510792537 48.6751735675 50.9025086341
B. Simulation Results for IEEE 14-bus System
In this section, IEEE 14-bus system is tested by the proposed fault location algorithm and results are compared
with sparse voltage measurement under different fault scenarios. Table V shows fault location results for fault
applied on transmission line between Bus 1 and Bus 5 for different fault type i.e LL, LG, LLL and LLG and for
different fault resistance. Table VI shows fault location results for fault applied on line between bus 12 and bus 13
for different fault type and for different fault resistance. Table VII show fault location results for fault applied on
transmission line between bus 9 and bus 14 for different fault type and for different fault resistance.
C. Comparison between Three Fault Location Algorithms
The proposed fault location algorithm is tested for different fault locations, fault type and fault resistances. Quite
satisfactory results were obtained using the proposed algorithm. The fault location estimate depends upon fault type
and fault resistance. The fault location algorithm using SSVM is completely immune to CT saturation but it can
be seen from Table IV that fault location algorithm using SSCM gives relatively accurate estimate than the SSVM.
The reason is that it uses more information about the system. Though, the disadvantage lies with the algorithm
is that the current transformer may get saturated in case if the available branches current measurements contain
branch current of faulty line.
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Table IV
PERCENT ERROR FOR FAULT LOCATIONS INDEX FOR FOUR BUS SYSTEM
Fault
Type
Normalized
Distance
Rf
(Ω)
Fault
location
algorithm
using SSVM
(V1 & V2)
Fault
location
algorithm
using SSCM
(I2 & I1)
Proposed
Fault
location
algorithm
(V2 & I1)
LG
1.0
1 1.20896726 0.06782342 0.2523499
10 1.33855472 0.36159840 0.1979379
0.5
1 0.695752875 0.17038070 0.75586858
10 0.77904746 0.2802101 0.2868
LL
1.0
1 1.18437434 0.38170952 1.05733373
10 1.39987138 0.70058839 0.12140168
0.5
1 0.56928444 0.43370502 0.8401535
10 0.74610940 0.714979878 0.2867517
LLG
1.0
1 0.95699746 0.53183873 0.97352398
10 1.17801169 0.77766414 0.2697468
0.5
1 0.56843065 0.0100996 0.74620525
10 0.73511770 0.52815267 0.7148286
LLL
1.0
1 1.02719746 0.61876951 1.16485952
10 1.26161896 0.83480026 0.1422751
0.5
1 0.50884990 0.51684799 0.84287744
10 0.70049230 0.74178407 0.50532400
In order to have more accurate estimates by using sparse voltage measurement, we need to utilize the bus voltages
of more number of buses but, in practice, it is uneconomical to have large number of PMUs installed on power
system. The proposed fault location algorithm is more accurate than the sparse voltage measurement algorithm as
shown in Table IV, V, VI and VII. The proposed algorithm is also immune to the CT saturation because it uses
the bus voltage of faulty line or close to faulty line and branch current of line other than the faulty line. As it uses
branch current of line other than faulty line so CT saturation does not occur in this case.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid fault location algorithm based on synchronized sparse voltage and current measurements
has been presented. The proposed method addresses the performance limitation of fault location algorithms based
on only voltage or current measurements. The input signals to proposed algorithm are synchronized bus voltage
phasors of the faulty line or the bus close to the faulty line. Additionally, synchronized branch current phasors of the
line other than faulty line are also input to the algorithm to enhance its accuracy. Simulations on two-area four-bus
system and IEEE 14 bus distribution network have been performed to the test the validity of the algorithm. Various
types of faults at different locations with varying fault resistances have been applied to the system. Simulation
results show that proposed fault location algorithm is robust and offers more accuracy than the algorithms based
on only sparse voltage measurements and also it is immune to CT saturation.
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Table V
FAULT LOCATION INDEX FOR IEEE 14-BUS SYSTEM
Fault
Type
Rf
(Ω)
Fault location
algorithm using
sparse voltage
measurements (V1
& V5)
Proposed Fault
location algorithm
(V1, I2 & I3)
Normalized
Location
LLL
10
0.694008375157204 0.695133265779887 0.7
0.595910622761881 0.597166994423740 0.6
0.497447085693533 0.497829632817370 0.5
0.400352831169806 0.398116331233032 0.4
1
0.691879265784494 0.693525555264493 0.7
0.594898672100585 0.596871138639339 0.6
0.499484721411502 0.501805261870535 0.5
0.403071139185961 0.405789972288654 0.4
LLG
10
0.699421767756495 0.702974549542046 0.7
0.601013546970641 0.609642691819562 0.6
0.498365866804728 00.509218303830038 0.5
0.395638551982105 0.409125796598953 0.4
1
0.699567976252138 0.702596568519523 0.7
0.599833992591630 0.604089002543654 0.6
0.500023647028278 0.505404857554525 0.5
0.399555745288522 0.405851445205361 0.4
LG
10
0.715123600409001 0.727299557032675 0.7
0.607090806408158 0.623177555847173 0.6
0.499443880223307 0.519755660855592 0.5
0.391816899736264 0.416806209155708 0.4
1
0.706055281438607 0.711519226343900 0.7
0.603751628919271 0.611769434508608 0.6
0.500470268658642 0.510802460453258 0.5
0.396921597097168 0.408954957791715 0.4
LL
10
0.708503140769832 0.718864491332760 0.7
0.602429038352668 0.615171928275021 0.6
0.498048026628321 0.513922900906058 0.5
0.393655443316629 0.413573134298800 0.4
1
0.700505116707854 0.703725447443278 0.7
0.600418015997397 0.604976283364740 0.6
0.500066023074132 0.505854509531724 0.5
0.399125254154095 0.405905212703340 0.4
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Table VI
FAULT LOCATION INDEX FOR IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM
Fault
Type
Rf
(Ω)
Fault location
algorithm using
sparse voltage
measurements
(V12 & V13)
Proposed Fault
location algorithm
(V12, I13 & I14)
Normalized
Location
LG
0.1
0.373394016982284 0.308250760959466 0.3
0.457441403079066 0.393358707854127 0.4
0.537420126865468 0.481838436558263 0.5
0.617998209552984 0.562153545050291 0.6
1
0.426517050685618 0.395988470543525 0.4
0.514905765469384 0.487337833844390 0.5
0.606587631246377 0.585044732587657 0.6
LLG
0.1
0.366067589608033 0.302047196584776 0.3
0.448269022723902 0.386796484341236 0.4
0.531943437105445 0.474040422026917 0.5
0.615768651552966 0.562587172213245 0.6
1
0.389305709882585 0.375997865390389 0.4
0.493469557448198 0.487283788647655 0.5
0.597970484311008 0.603712594875921 0.6
LLL 0.1
0.363568021149276 0.298514580918401 0.3
0.450485371772019 0.387028167662110 0.4
0.531817677598756 0.471306209798078 0.5
0.618864089620345 0.562319810756823 0.6
LL
0.1
0.363831131706330 0.294169188433461 0.3
0.447188403073161 0.380296670785843 0.4
0.531106401894103 0.467204381361077 0.5
0.615756746286453 0.557798630947307 0.6
1
0.370172664878618 0.408742960327051 0.4
0.506036757650159 0.477720159271054 0.5
0.603709221701594 0.590856707863988 0.6
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